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V. Notes on some Collections made from Furnas Lake, Azores, 
By W. ARCHER, containing Algae and a few other Organisms. 

M.R.I.A. 

[&ad April 16, 1871.1 

T H E  gatherings sent from Azores by Mr. Moseley were com- 
posed of materials put up in two Kays-either by simply re- 
moving some of the mass in a lump and allowing it to dry, 
or by placing a small quantity in bottles with spirit. 

The Algal forms to be found in the bottles might be roughly 
divided into :-those whose “ specific ” identity can be arrived 
a t  from outward characters alone ; form-species-and such whose 
species could not be determined, though their generic position 
be quite certain, unless the examples showed fructification. 
Unfortunately, not one of the latter presented itself in the 
fertile state. 

Judging, however, from general indications, and from the Algal 
forms falling under the former category, they are all of quite 
common-place character-that is, species of more or less fre- 
quent occurrence in our home (cool) waters. But this fact itself 
lends interest to these collections made so far away and, more- 
over, under circumstances of habitat so unusual. 

Of the Alga? occurring in the fluid collections, many of which 
are of the minute ‘( unicellular ” forms, the majority are not, a6 
one would have a priori anticipated they would be, phycochroma- 
ceou8, but chlo.rophyllaceous, and this in water so hot as at least to 
be all but intolerable to the hands in making the gatherings. 
Besides Phycochromacese, however, Diatomaceae likewise occur 
in most of them, all “common” species. Of the latter, the 
Rev. E. O’Meara will supply the particulars. 

Of the form-species of chlorophyUaceous Algae, that which is 
probably the most frequent in these gatherings is Botryococcus 
Brawnii (Kiitz.). Mr. Moseley isolated a quantity “pure ” in one 
of the bottles; but it seems to occur in all. It is especially pro- 
minent in a bottle marked “ Furnas Lake ; from an area in which 
a constant discharge of hot water takes place.” This is a fre- 
quent, often abundant, form at home. Notwithstanding, how- 
ever, that there can be no doubt of the identity of the Alga in 
question, it is in itself quite tin obscure production ; the green 
cells are involved in a toughish mucous matrix, forming irregular 
clusters, the matrix, as it were, now and again pulled out so as to 
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make the little aggregate cluster appear as if composed of minor 
clusters cohering by threads of connecting mucus ; these probably 
become disconnected by and by. Strings of colourless mucus 
sometimes stick out radially. The green cells pass into a red 
condition ; but no fructification is known. Notwithstanding that 
the mucow matrix appears of a considerably tenacious character, 
so that the cells are difficult to dissociate, the several clusters do 
not show a tendency to combine on contact ; they may be fre- 
quently found, on the contrary, as if equidistantly diffused, or, as 
it were, poised in the water, and a t  the same time forming long 
strings or bands stretching in different directions, at  other times 
equally dispersed on the surface of submerged aquatics. This 
plant, not unfrequent in Ireland, has but two localities given for 
it by Rabenhorst ; but it is probably pretty common in Europe. 

I n  other bottles, generally marked from (( very hot " situations, 
occur several very common forms appertaining to Pediastreae-Sce- 
nedesmws puadricauda, 8. acutvs, S .  obtusw, Pediastrum granulatum, 
P .  tetras, P .  heptactis. W e  alao have Polyedm'um tetrayon-, 
only without the minute spines at  the angles; is it distinct ? At 
home Polyedria are scanty everywhere, some quite rare. 

Another common form (that is to- say, frequent in our home 
waters) is Dictyosphmizmz Ehrenbergianm, Niig. This does not 
seem abundant in these gatherings ; but then the cells at the enda 
of the characteristic filiform stipites radiating from a common 
centre have a tendency to become removed, and the identity of 
the cells when isolated is rendered uncertain ; however, in the 
fresh condition i t  is a very readily distinguishable form. 

Ank.istrodesmus (Rhaphidium) falcatw occurs sparingly. This 
is quite common as Irish, and, indeed, everywhere. 

Not many Desmidieae occur, either in number of examples or 
of species. The most frequent probably is an extremely minute 
form, Arthrodeemus b$dw, Br6b. This is very rare in Ireland, 
but has been taken so wide apart as counties Westmeath and Tip- 
perary. 8ince its original record by de Brhbisson, it ham been 
found in one or two situations in Sweden by Lundell. It is, 
though so minute, a very constant and most distinct form. 
Probably the next most frequent form is a plane Stawrmtrm 
( i .  e. compressed, and with but two rays terminating the angles 
in end view), which appears to be Izew. There is no evidence in 
the gathering of a triangular form of this species, though there 
can be no doubt that certain species ordinarily triangular are 
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occasionally compressed as well as multiangular, several Irish 
species affmding examples of this variation-though only one Irish 
compressed species as yet has not presented its triangular form, 
whilst, however, a considerable number of typically triangular 
forms have occasionally shown their plane representatives. The 
next most frequent form in these gatherings, Staurastrum tetraca- 
rum, sometimes affords an example of the variation alluded to. Its 
ordinary plane (typical) representative is quite a common Irish 
form, whilst the triangular is rather rare; the former only oc- 
curred in these Azores gatherings. A minute Staurastrum 
coming near S. glabrum or 8. pterosporum (its identity uncertain, 
not being conjugated) also occurs. Other Desmids are scanty ; 
but the following occurred (arranged somewhat in the order of 
their decreasing frequency):-Emstrum ansatum, very few (quite 
common as Irish); Penium digitus, scantily (very common as 
Irish); Cosmarium tinetum (common as Irish). 0. bweulatum 
(not very uncommon in certain places as Irish), &auraatrum str i -  
olatum, NRg. ; Cosmarium (Euastrum) venwfum, Brhb. (rather 
conimon as Irish); C. Iphwaitesii (rare as Irish); further a v e ~ y  mi- 
nute Cosmmiwm with a wavy or somewhat notched contour, as yet 
undescribed, but occurring in certain Irish stations ; also C. cre- 
nulaturn, Niig., very scanty (not common as Irish). Thus none of 
the larger or more striking Desmidiea offered themselves-no 
large Euaatrum or Cosmarium, not any Micrastm.’as or Clos- 
terium. 

The next Alga which, owing to the comparative frequency of 
its occurrence in the gatherings and to its individual interest, 
claims notice, is one which, though appertaining to a genus and a 
group the specific characteristics of whose members mainly de- 
pend upon the fructification, comes rather under the category of 
a form-species, SO little is known of its reproductive state. This 
is a Coleochcete, and indeed most probably the unnamed ‘‘ seventh ” 
species referred to by Pringsheim (but no more than referred to) 
at  the very close of his fine memoir on this genus*. As there 
suggested, there can be but littie, if any, doubt that this is the 
same as the presumed I‘ young ” condition of C. scutata spoken of 
by de BrBbissont, who founded this interesting genus. There can 
be no doubt, however, that it is quite a distiuct thing, sometimes 
taken in our home waters in some comparative quantity, though 

* 
t Annalea dea Scienoes naturelles, 3e S O .  tom. i. p. 29, pl. ii. fig. 6. 

Die Coleochreteen.” in ‘ Jabrbiicber f~ wiea. Botanik,’ Bd. ii.p. 36. 
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of rather rare and certainly of local occurrence. It forms ceb 
freely existent or occasionally cohering side by side in small num- 
bers, of a globose figure ‘tapering upwards, and surmounted by the 
neck-like process characteristic of the genus, bearing an extremely 
long bristle. 
onwards ; that is, the basal portion apparently does not open so 
as to form a sheath bearing the bristle protruding therefrom, but 
it passes off uninterruptedly into the bristle. There is, however, 
a rather well-marked point of transition, where the slightly taper- 
ing basal portion cemes and the extremely long and slender linear 
bristle-portion may be said to begin ; the bristle does not appear 
to be jointed. A characteristic of Aphanochmte (A. Braun) is 
the non-vaginated bristle ; but certain of the species of Coleochcete 
(BrBb.), Prings., have non-vaginated bristles. Hence the present 
plant may safely be referred to Coleochate, as indeed Pringsheim, 
granting the identity of the plants, has done. But one and the 
same cell often seems to bear more than one, it may be two, 
three, or more bristles (sometimes five or six). This appears to 
be due to a repeated evacuation of the older cell-wall and the 
formation each time of a new bristle ; for every cell has at  least 
one bristle. This Coleochmte might almost deserve to be called 
a ‘‘ unicellular ’’ form, but not in the strictest sense. Of a fructi- 
fication nothing appears to be known, save the cursory observa- 
tion chronicled in the Minutes of our Dublin Microscopical 
Club’, where it was shown that an elliptic fruit-like structure, 
surrounded by a sharply marked mucous coating, this latter at  
each end showing a very narrow depression wider a t  the outer 
surface than below, but seemingly incon~picuous or disappear- 
ing after a time, often occurs in close juxtaposition to exam- 
ples of this pretty little form empty of contents. Although it 
has never been seen that the fruit-like body is actually formed 
from the emerged contents of the adjacent empty cells, the fie- 
quency of their concomitant occurrence renders the assumption 
all but certain, and that in this elliptic body we have at  least 
a form of fruit of the plant, if, indeed, it be goiug as yet too far 
to call it an ‘‘ oogonium,” or an “ oospore ” destitute of an “ oogo. 
nium ” proper. Though such conditions could not be strictly 
denominated an ‘‘ alternation of generations,” yet we have here an 
interesting and curious separation, as distinct “ individuals,” of 

Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci. n. a rol. ix. p. 424; Minutes Dubl. Micr. Club, 
May 1869. 

This bristle seems to be continuous from its 
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the fruit from the plant itself. This form occurred in several of 
the Azores hot-water gatherings ; but none showed the form of 
fructification here adverted to, being simply in the more fre- 
quently encountered barren (that is, merely vegetative) state. 

Of (Edogonieae one or two forms occurred, both of the genus 
aUogoniurn (one a very slender, the other a coarser form) and of 
Bzclbochte ; but as all appeared barren, their identity could not 
be made out; they could, however, hardly be doubted to be 
identical with forms occurring at  home. One Bulbochete is a 
tall-growing, long-celled form (of the habit of B. setigera, Prings.), 
the other a considerably shorter, nearly quadrate-celled form 
(more the habit of B. groeilis or B. minor, Prings.). 

Of Conjugatle (apart from Desmidiea) a few unidentifiable 
forms presented themselves, none being conjugated. A single- 
spired Spirogyra of slender habit, and two others larger (probably 
8. lolzgata and princqs), aa well as a minute form (probably either 
a .Mesocarpus or a Staurospermwm), were in several of the fluid 
collections. But just as in the case of the CEdogoniere, there 
would he no 2 priori reason to take them for any species different 
from similar ordinary Conjugatm in our home waters. 

Of Scytonematous forms a Tolypothrix occurred, possibly some- 
what more slender than T. distorta so generally distributed. It is 
perhaps curious that an Oscillatoria proper did not seem to 
offer itself in the gatherings. 

A small bottle was marked “ Ferruginous Deposit ,growing on 
stems of Cypmus, from iron-spring, Azores.” This, though very 
ferruginous in aspect to the eye, in the main proved to really re- 
present an Alga, and, indeed, it could hardly be doubted, one 
and the same thing with the production some time since 
brought before the Dublin Microscopical Club under the collo- 
quial designation of “ animated sand ;” so much do the little 
shapeless particles, when seen under a moderate power, resemble 
so many supposed rounded or worn quartzose granules, “ani- 
mated” because when fresh and seen free in water they are prone 
to execute rather active movements of a perfectly automatic cha- 
racter, consisting of somewhat fitful, but vigorous, revolutions 
and gyrations, combined with aa onward movement in different 
directions, up and down, “ at random.” This movement is not 
always evinced ; sometimes the granules are perfectly quiescent. 
These little bodies present themselves of various sizes ; the 
largest, indeed, ie very minute, say about n1n3rr in diameter, and 
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of very VariOUSly lobed and irregular figure ; they present a bluish 
subpellucid appearance in parts, again shining up with a reddish 
sheen as they revolve about. The more irregularly figured some- 
times progress with more or less of a tumbling or wabbling gait, 
as if some prominent lobe might offer a certain amount of tern- 
porary difficulty to be overcome in rolling along. An examina- 
tion under a higher power shows that each at fist sight seem- 
ingly single “ shapeless ” granule is an aggregate of several ex- 
tremely minute chroococcaceous cells held together by a common 
matrix or intercellular substance. A slight boiling in, or mere 
application of, potash solution breaks up these clusters into their 
constituent cells. Even when applied cold, the onward and re- 
volving motion is at once stopped ; and shortly the minute bluish 
cells become dissociated from the common matrix forming a bond 
of union, and the latter is left as a pellucid but evident residue, 
the little cells individually setting up a distinct “ Brownian” 
or “ molecular ” motion, presenting little trf?mdOUSl~ agitated 
clusters over the field. This familiar phenomenon is altogether B 
different thing, it need hardly be said, from the curious motion 
fist  mentioned: the potash put a stop to the first, and set 
the latter in action. No cilia or any thing like a propelling 
organ of any kind could be detected. Although the spontaneous 
movement of this  little Alga differs in the mode in which it is 
evinced from that of Bacterium or yibrio, it is most probably 
a manifestation of the same phenomenon. The action in Bacte- 
rium seems to be a ‘‘ screwing ” motion (that is, a revolution on 
its longitudinal axis), and of Pibrio a cobbination of this with an 
undulating motion. In  the present plant it is as if a combination 
of a spinning and rolling motion, like that of a Volvox, but less 
measured. In  like manner, the motion of Vibrio becomes stopped, 
the constituent cells broken up, by potash, the matrix disappear- 
ing, or at  least not evident, and the individual cells setting up an 
independent molecular motion. 

This little plant is not to be confounded, though no doubt very 
closely related, with another little Alga likewise showing the 
same kind of automatic movement (found in some of the deeper 
pools in county Westmeath). The cells of the latter, though not 
seemingly larger, form, however, larger groups ; and, morpholo- 
gically viewed, this Alga would seem to appertain to Niigeli’s 
Calosphcerium. The families are distinguished by a reddish colour, 
the bluish-green cells arranged at  the periphery of the hollow 

- 
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globular mucous basis. The whole possesses the power of moving 
vigorously about with a combined revolving and rolling motion, 
quite like a Polvox, though in not so graceful a manner ; and, au 
before, there are no visible means of propulsion. I ts  action is 
now rotating, now spinning on its axis, now revolving, the while 
advancing, returning, quiescent, and anon renewing its motion in 
the same more or less fitful or interrupted manner. This plant 
occurs in company with other, no doubt closely “ related,” forms 
(which appear to be ever motionless), though not perhaps to be 
considered the same thing, morphologically viewed. Some nearly 
similar cells from the same locality, form besides irregular tabular 
expansions, also regular symmetrical strata (itferismopdia, sp. 
ined.) and larger irregular groups (approximating to Clathro ys t i s ,  
Henfr.). However, until more (if ever it can be) be known as to 
the development of these lower phycochromaceous forms, these 
form-genera can be understood as simply names for types so re- 
tained as matters of convenience ; and so it might indeed happen 
that of the two motile forms adverted to, the smaller, or that pre- 
sumably the same as that occurring in the Azores gatherings, may 
be but a younger or  smaller state of the larger globose ( C ~ l o s p b -  
rium) form. The movements of Bacterium, Vibrio, &c. are, in their 
way, comparable to those of Oscillatoria and Spirulina themselves, 
and are possibly only a modification of one and the same phenome- 
non, whilst the character of the movement of the Algae in question, 
though differing from the latter still more, may be due to the 
rounded, and not h e a r ,  form of the plants. Still, what the im- 
pelling force is seems not intelligible. It need not be said that 
the case is different with the ciliated zoospores of chlorophylla- 
ceous Algae. A closer parallel to the movements here drawn 
attention to seems t o  be afforded by the case recorded by Cohn, 
who found certain bodies which were to be, without doubt, re- 
garded as separated portions of the (colourlees) contents of a 
Beggiatoa set free in water, executing most vigorous, though not 
rapid, rolling and tumbling movements backwards and forwardo 
in indefinite directions, and without displaying any apparent ex- 
planation of how the movements were effected*. These indivi- 
dualized masses, however, were seemingly larger than the colonies 
composed, in the globose form, of numerous minute cells, but 
which, when disunited, seem to lose their power of locomotion. 

Echultse’e ‘Arcbiv fiw mikr. Anatomic,’ Bd. iii. p. 1. 

MB. w. ARCHEB ON SOME COLLECTCONS u n n  

* Cohn : ‘ I  Beitriige zur Physiologie der Phymhromrsceen und Florideen,” in 
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Chroococ~us rnhor appears frequent. 
Amongst the gatherings made en rnasse and simply dried OC- 

curred a little darkish-coloured lump of a tough dense consist- 
ewe, which, upon being cut with a knife, gave a tolerably smooth 
and clean surface, and appeared of a somewhat cartilaginous con- 
sistence. This was labelled as a moss, though not much was out- 
wardly evinced of its character. I ts  tough and coarse and rather 
hard nature rendered it difficult to make a section of any value 
for examination. However, upon boiling a small slice in caustic 
potash and pressing it out, it waa readily seen to consist mainly 
of a number of confervoid filaments firmly agglutinated in some 
manner ; these filaments were thick-walled, jointed, .ths joints 
some four or five times longer than broad, the septa directly 
transverse. The contents in the ordinary state were nearly 
colourless, or more probably had been to a great extent de- 
prived of colour by drying; but they mostly showed an orange- 
or buff-colour when treated with potash. Commingled amongst 
the mass mainly produced by these filaments, occurred a num- 
ber of stems of an unidentified moss, as well as a considerable 
number of a puzzling-looking one- or two-celled organism with 
very thick shining pellucid walls and chlorophyl contents, and 
of a bluntly angular outline, generally irregularly triangular, 
but sometimes of quadrate or rhomboid figure j sometimes these 
cohered in ‘‘ strings ” composed of two, three, four, or even more 
individuals attached one to another by a short process from one 
of the adjacent angles of each. These, at first sight, had no little 
appearance of a new and distinct algal form; except that they 
showed a transveree septum, they were calculated to make one 
for a moment fancy that a new form of Polyedrium (Nag.) was 
before one. However, upon R closer examination, it WM readily 
seen, as just mentioned, that many of the examples showed8 
transverse septum, nearly always nearer one end (the smaller) 
than the other, thus cutting the cell into two unequal portions ; 
they therefore could not belong to Polyehiurn. I t  is curious 
that none were noticed in which the division was carried to a more 
advanced stage, unless, indeed, the coherence of a few in chains was 
the expression, as most likely is really the case, of a further 
self-division fully carried out. Now this form calls at once to 
mind the similar, though not seemingly identical, growth once 
brought before our Microscopical Club *, which waa taken by me 
* Quart. Journ. Micros. Science. n. 8. rol. vii. p. 176. Minutes of Dec. 1866. 
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in a pool in the Dublin mountains. :That plant, it waa then 
quite plain, was no Polyedrium ; and though it was by no means 
so plain that we might not have therein an Alga (possibly new 
and m i  generis), I felt at  the time that it was most probably 
not so, but an " alternation " (if the term be allowable or appli- 
cable) of something else. That idea would seem to be confirmed 
by the examples in Mr. Moseley's gatherings. I supposed that 
into this solid clump of material a foreign Alga could hardly 
gain access in quantity, and began to suspect a genetic rela- 
tion of this curious-looking little growth with the moss. After 
repeated slices and boilings I found it to be so ; that is, I found 
that the upper and outer cells of certain branches or young leaf- 
like outgrowths given off from the moss-stem became by degrees 
changed, first, from their ordinary elongate truncate shape to 
more or less rounded, then gradually assuming towards the 
ends the angular and irregular figure, when they dropped of 
as the puzzling-looking and problematic angular quasi-algal 
growths ; that is to say, the cells which would have formed some 
leaves became gradually modified and detached as thew peculiar 
" gemmse." I cannot now but suppose that the growths found 
(in water) in 1866 were equally but a pecuiiar gemma-forma- 
tion from some other moss-not the same mo8s as the pre- 
sent, because there were differences in themselves between the 
one and the other of these problematic structures. Seen by 
themselves, these little growths (which, by the way, are very 
pretty) are sufficiently calculated to mislead, as they look so like 
probable independent algal forms, whereas they really represent 
each a form of " moss-gemma I' which I am not aware has been 
noticed. It is therefore probable that likewise the 6lamentous 
growth forming the great mas8 of this material also appertains 
to the moss, and is in fact what might once have been called a 
"Protonema." The septa, however, are not oblique ; and the mode 
in which the filaments are so densely compacted is remarkable. 
To a certain extent they seem to show a resemblance to such a 
plant as Chroolepus aweus  (apart from the colour, though it is 
curious how like in that respect to that plant the potash makes a 
preparation from the Azores example); but to suppose this rather 
a L'Protonema" would seem to be a more natural solution. 

amongst the crusts taken from the margin of the lake occurred 
a plant in general appearance very like Ainactis akina ; in some 
parts of the mass the very slender central series of contents of 

. 
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the threads were included in a comparatively wide tube, at other 
times without this, and in the latter case contorted about in an 
irregular manner, forming a tangle, thus offering a peculiar 
aspect ; yet still the crust appeared to be zoned or stratified, the 
upper outer region being denser. Another was very close to, if 
not identical with, Phormidim smaragdinum, Kiitz. The very 
remarkable caoutchouc-like substance abounds with diatoms, 
apparently of commonplace character, of which Mr. O'Meara has 
written. 

But in theae hot-water gatherings Algae were not the only 
organisms which were to be detected (if, indeed, only by their 
remains), and, moreover, quite specifically identical with their 
representatives occurring in our own home cool waters. It is 
quite possible that the remains even of others may have become 
destroyed or obliterated, such as soft or shelless Infusoria. It 
is perhaps curious that not any remains of Entomostraca seemed 
to occur. 

Of Flagellata, Dinobvyon sertularia was abundant in one 
gathering, and was met with sparingly in others, also a Trachelo- 
monas and a Peridinium ; but it would seem that the existence of 
these would not have been apparent but for the remains of their 
urceoli. But the animal forms which best rendered their specific 
identity evident were a few of the more common Rhizopoda, as 
their tests retained their ordinary characteristics ; they were, 
however, not frequent, and the number of species few, so far as 
met observation. Those whose identity was certified by their 
tests were Euglypha alveobta, Trinema &us, and E c h i q y x b  
(Arcella) aculeata, all common at  home. There occurred, besidee 
these, other less-frequent forms, whose remains were less recog- 
nizable, and their identity therefore questionable. One of these 
was a form conjecturally the same as Pleurophrysfuha, Arch. ; and 
another single example, somewhat crushed, resembled Bi$zusia 
rnitriforrnis or D. acuminata, Wallich. Some few examples of yet 
another form occurred, which I am not, indeed, aware has been 
hitherto recorded. It is one not very uncommon in certain 
localities in this country ; but it has to be sought for somewhat 
diligently, One may be told thst it is but a mere form of 
Daflugia globubris, Wallich, or D. symmetrica, W d i c h  ; but I 
could not think so. In those forms Wallich's figures* show 
their test to be made up of quartzoae or other granules impacted 

* Ann. Nat. Hist. aer. 3, rol. xiii. p. 384 (March 18G4), pl. xvi. 
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in the most regular manner,so as to form a globular test, which 
would hold compactly together long after the death or removal 
of the sarcode body. Moreover it may be safely said that all 
D$%gia are prone to project and withdraw the hyaline finger- 
like sometimes branching pseudopodia in an ever fitful and more 
or less active manner, often in a few moments even after the 
shock of removal from a gathering to a slide. I n  the present 
form, which is globular, and considerably below the size of any 
ordinary DajVugia, the body is surrounded by a scattered, very 
irregularly and loosely aggregated quantity of foreign granules, 
not sufficient to form a compact " test," leaving, indeed, seemingly 
didances between them ; there is a somewhat definite region 
where the body Reems wholly without them. Thus, if we were 
to suppose the sarcode body capable of being removed and leaving 
the outer particles behind, they would simply collapse into a 
mere irregular cluster. Further the sarcode body is extremely 
reticent in allowing any pseudopodia to become projected ; 
rarely, however, one can observe a short conical stump-like pro- 
cess (or even more than one) slowly extending, and ere long dis- 
a.ppearing ; there is a nucleus present. Such a lifeless-looking 
and inert object as this might be readily enough, and probably 
often is, passed over as some nondescript or inorganic thing, or a 
mere cluster of " dirt," accidentally globular in figure ; but, for 
all that, it is a form of life, or some phase of one, again and again 
recurring ; nay, it must be accounted a Bhizopod ; but whether 
really a Da$ugia may be questionable. Be its identity whatever 
it may prove to be, there is but little doubt that just the very 
same thing occurred, very scantily indeed, in the Azores gather- 
ings. 

Possibly the seeming absence is remarkable of forms so 
common at home as Arcella vulgaris, Dz$Zugin pyrifoomnis, and 
Dtflugia spiralis, seeing that the three before-mentioiled forms are 
apparently not more widely distributed a t  home. 

Enclosed in the parcel was a Juncus too (not a sedge), which 
grew in " warm water;" Dr. Moore and Mr. More cannot 
distinguish any important distinctions from Juncus acutajtorus. 

W e  have thus, as seen, a number of microscopic forms suffi- 
ciently frequent at  home found growing in these hot waters. It is 
to be regretted that we have not a record of the precise tempera- 
ture of the parts whence the gatherings were taken. Mr. Moseley 
seems to allude in his communication to a previous record of 
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the temperature of Furnas Lake ; from 71’ F. in some parts to 
Can i t  be possible that any of these 

things could have lived and %ourished in its hottest parts, 
admitting the highest temperatnre quoted to be correct T A 
reply to this inquiry would be interesting in its possible bearing 
on the mooted point as to the temperature beyond which 
Bacteria or their “ germs ” will not survive. At  least the tem- 
perature of the places whence the collections were taken was 
high, as in making the gathering Mr. Moseley could with difE- 
culty bear his hands in the water (one takes a t  some seasons 
at  home identical forms living and flourishing in waters in 
which one can hardly bear one’s hands from precisely the 
opposite reason !) ; and although they lived there and flourished 
in so hot a medium, it is probable that the same species 
gathered at home, if ever so gradually raised to the point of the 
temperature of Furnas Lake, would perish under the treatment, 
or might indeed absolutely become thereby capable of being kept 
as permanent I‘ preparations.” Nordstedt has presented a note- 
worthy communication to the “ Botaniska Notiser ”*, stating 
that he has found the application of heat an effective meaus of 
preserving some of the delicate Alga, and even of retaining the 
characteristic arrangement of the endochrome. In the summer 
of 1870 he met with the rare and interesting Alga Xpharoplea 
annul&, which has the chlorophyl arranged in the sterile cells 
in bands or rings. In endeavouring to dry the examples he 
found that these rings became wholly lost; he tried different 
preservative fluids, without satisfactory result, and then he tried 
heating. He  set a little bottle containing the Alga in water 
upon a dark background and exposed it to strong sun-light ; 
the Algae thus dried were found to have retained the rings very 
well. He then tried some experiments in heating by means of 
a spirit-lamp ; and by the use of a thermometer he came to the 
following results :- 
9 a minute’s exposure to 95’-113’ P. The rings were not found 

preserved when dried. 
5-10 minutes exposure to 96’ F. The rings were well pre- 

The rings were detached 
from the margins and 

high as 194O F. in others. 

3 ’7 ,, 122’-208: F. } served. 

1400 F. 

2080 I laid along the cell. 
9 ,  

2’ 

10 Y9 

2 9 )  

* “ Om anvindandet af viirme vid prepareringen af en del grona alger,” in 
‘BotsniskaNotiser,’ No. la ,  Jan. 1871, p. 9. 
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The author adds that probably the best is to apply 113°to 122’ 
F. for a couple of minutes’ time, also that even Spirogyra thus 
treated preserve their spiral chlorophyl bands more or less well 
-being of the opinion, however, that different species require 
different degrees of heat. 

It is very interesting, then, to find just similar species living 
and growing in Furnas Lake in a normal and characteristic con- 
dition, in temperatures probably very little, if at all, under those 
quoted by Nordstedt as successfully employed by him to “ kill ’’ 
and make a permanent preparation of the examples submitted 
thereto. Mr. Moseley suggests the growing of Oscillatoriaceous 
plants gradually submitted to more and more elevated tempera- 
tures, to see what degree of heat they could withstand without 
injury or death ; but in the Azores material there were not only 
phycochromaceous Algae, as might have been a ppiori expected, 
but likewise chlorophyllaceous forms, as well as flagellate and 
rhizopodous organisms, all living in good condition together and 
in the same “ hot water.” 

VI. Notes on Plants collected a t  St. Vincent, Cape-Verdes (July 
By H.  N. MOSELEP, M.A., H.M.S. 27th to August 4th, 1873). 

‘ Challenger.’ 

[Read April 16,1874.1 

THE island of St. Vincent is about twelve miles long by six broad. 
It has an irregularly oval form, and consists of a flat central tract 
more or less broken by low hills, surrounded by a range of high 
land. The low central district is evidently the bottom of an 
ancient crater, of the wall of which the high surrounding range is 
the .remains. The range is composed of strata dipping outwards 
from the ancient centre of eruption. It is cut up by a series of 
deep valleys having a general radiate arrangement, into ridges 
of various heights, which are again cut up by secondary trans- 
verse valleys so as to culminate in 8 series of irregular peaks. 
Some of the ridges are of considerable height. The Green Moun- 
tain is 2483 feet in height j and one other mountain, to the extreme 
south of the island, 2218 feet. A large proportion of the hills 
are much lower, ranging from 700 to 1200 feet. A break in the 
surrounding range to the north-west forms the harbour of Port0 
Gtrande, in the mouth of which is a small island called Bird 


